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1. Let F be an algebraic number field of finite degree, and let K/F be a

normal extension of degree n. Denote by Oκ the ring of all integers in K.

In Cl]1' we proved the following:

THEOREM 1. The relative traces of all integers of K to F constitute an

integral ideal α of F and the ideal α is characterized as the smallest ideal of

F dividing the relative different ®*/F.

In other words,

THEOREM 1'. The 0-dimensional Galois cohomology group of Oκ with respect

to K/F is trivial if and only if K/F is tamely ramified at every prime ideal of

Moreover we obtained there the following:

THEOREM 2. If K/F is tamely ramified at every prime ideal of F, then the

Galois cohomology group of Oκ with respect to K/M is trivial for every dimen-

sion and for any intermediate field M of K/F3).

Namely, so far as we consider only the ring of all integers in an algebraic

number field, the Galois cohomology group is trivial for every dimension

whenever the normal extension is tamely ramified at every prime ideal. There-

fore, we now consider more generally ambiguous ideals4' instead of the ring of all

integers in a normal extension field, and generalizing the theorem 1 we chara-

Received May 24, 1965.
L> Cf. [1] p. 83, Theorem 1.
2 ) Cf. [1] p. 86, Corollary 1.
3 ) Cf. [1] p. 86, Corollary 1, Corollary 2, [2] and [3].
4> This means ideals invariant under the operator of the Galois group.
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cterize the discriminant (different) of the normal extension field by the 0-

dimensional Galois cohomology groups of ambiguous ideals.

2. Let $ be any prime ideal of K and p be the prime ideal of F contained

in φ. Denote by K<$ and Fp the φ-adic completion of K and the p-adic comple-

tion of F respectively. The following proposition is a generalization of Lemma

2 in [1].

PROPOSITION 1. Let e>l be the ramification order of^> with respect to K%/Fp,

and represent the relative different ^(K^/Fp) of K<$/Fp in the form

®(K%/Fp)=$er+S = tftys (f>0, Q£

Then we have

where tr (K^/Fp)^λ means for every rational integer λ the image of $ λ by the

trace mapping from K% to Fp.

Proof. Since it is clear that

$2e-s-\ etc.

hold and the elements in tAK^/Fp)^ constitute an ideal of Fp for every rational

integer λ, it will be enough to prove the following relations -

(1)

{2)

However, the relative different Ί)(K^/Fp) of K^/Fp is characterized as the

highest power of φ such that tr(Ks$/Fp)a = 0 mod pn holds for any fixed natural

number n and for every number a in K<$ with a Ξ= 0 mod pn/(&(K>>#/Fp)5).

Here, if we consider the cases of n = r, r + 1 , . . . , then we have at once

^pr+\ etc.

5 ) Cf. [1] p. 84, Lemma 1.
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Hence (1) is proved. Moreover, from the above characterization of the relative

different Ί)(K^/Fp) for the cases of n = r+ 1, r + 2, , it follows

$p r + 2, etc.

These are the same relations as in (2).

We denote by CΦK/FD^ and CΦί/p]ρ the ̂ -component and the p-component

of the relative different %K/F respectively. Then the following proposition is

a generalization of theorem 1.

PROPOSITION 2. Let p = ($$$2 tyg)e be the decomposition of a prime ideal

p of F into powers of distinct prime ideals of if, and put CΦX/P ] ^ = ΦΓ+S f=S0,

0^.s<e, i = 1, 2, , g. Then we have

(1) tflltr(KlF)(Il%y, , tr(KlF)(h%Y~s-1

t = l t = l

9 Q 0

i = l ι = l /=1 ~~

(2) ρr+1//tr(K/F)(h%i)β-8, , Mtf/FHΠφ,-)2*"5"1

i=l i=l

i.e. tr(K/F)(Ώ^i)e~s, tr(K/F){fl^i)e~s+1, , tr(K/F) ( Π * ) " " * " 1 ε pr'\ but
i = 1 i =1 1 = 1

Proof. From the product theorem of different and proposition 1, it follows

that tr(K%i/Fp)a = 0 mod tf for every i = 1, 2, , g and for any a in (Πφi )β"s~\

and hence for any α: in (ΪIφ/) 6 s - 1 we obtain the following congruence:
2 = 1

tr(K/F)a = Έtr{K^/Fp)a = 0 mod pr.

On the other hand, by proposition 1 there exists β in $f"s-1 such that

Fp)j9$0 mod pr+1, and by the strong approximation theorem there exists

γ in 0* such that γ =Ξ β mod $f"s, r = 0 mod φy"s 0' = 2, 3, . . . , g), that is,

Ft>)β mod

% p = O mod pr+1 lj

Consequently r belongs to (Πφi)*" 8" 1 and
l
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yp mod pr+1.

9

This fact means tr(K/F)(Π'fyi)e~s~1^pr+\ and the rest of this proposition 2 can
i = l

be proved similarly.

THEOREM 3. Let F be an algebraic number field of finite degree and let K/F

be a normal extension of degree n. For any prime ideal p in F we denote by
a

αp = II φί the ambiguous ideal in K which is the product of all distinct prime
ι = l

divisors % of p in K. If we assume pk//tr(K/F)aPy tr(K/F)ap, , tr{K/F)Qt

p~
1

and tr(K/F)apEpk^\ then AJ^O, l£t£e, p^1//tr(K/F)a*p and the p-component of

the relative different QK/F of K/F may be represented in the following form :

where e is the ramification order of p in K/F, namely, p = ( Π $*)e.
t = 1

Proof. From the assumption and proposition 2, it follows immediately

& = r> t = e-s and hence &>0> l^t^e, pk+1//tr(K/F)ap. Consequently, for the

p-component L^KJF\ of the relative different QKIF of K/F we have

Π
i = 1

= Pr( Π H*ι)s = ί Λ Π % • ) - ' = pk+1/av.
1 i 1

THEOREM 4. Z,£f K be a normal extension field of degree n of the rational

number Held Q, and let G = G(/Γ/Q) be the Galois group of K/Q. For any
Q

rational prime p, we denote by αp = ΓI % the ambiguous ideal in K which is the

product of all distinct prime divisors % of p in Ky and we denote by H°(G, Qp)

and [H°(G, ap)~]ρ the ^-dimensional Galois cohomology group of the ambiguous

ideal Op and the pcomponent of the order of the group H°(G, ap) respectively.

If we assume that

LH°(G, ap)lfi = lH°(G9 a2

fi)lP= - = [ / T ( G , α^ 1)] /,< ZH°(G, a})

and LH°(G, Qp)lp^lH°(G, a°p)]p=p\

then we have k^O, l£t^e, IH°(G9 ap)lp = lH°(G, 4)]/>= =ίH°(Gt α^ 1)]/,

= pk~\ LH°(G, apΏp = tH°(G, a°p)lp = pk and the p-component lDk~]p of the

discriminant DK of K may be represented in the following form:
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where e is the ramification order of p with respect to K/Q,, namely, p = ae

p.

Proof. We denote by (ap)G the G-invariant maximal submoduie of G-module

ap. Then for every λ = ly2, - - - , e we can easily verify that (cip)G is equal to

the integral principal ideal (p) of Q and iap)
G is equal to the ring of all rational

integers, and hence from proposition 2 it follows at once

and ίH°(G, aep s)~]p-pr. Therefore, by assumption of this theorem 4 we obtain

at once k = r, e - s = t and so &>0, l^t£e,ίH°(G, ap)2p=- = LfiΓ°(G, α^1)]/,

=pr~1=Pk~1, ίH°(G, atp)']p=pr =pk. Moreover, for the discriminant Dκ of K

we obtain by theorem 3

lDκ Δp = NKL^K/QAP = P ^P

This concludes the proof.
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